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WADE LEONARD, FLORIDA NAVAL STORES
OPERATOR
by C LIFTON P AISLEY *

other states in naval stores production from
F 1905 to 1923,allsometimes
accounting for half of the nation’s
LORIDA LED

output. North Carolina had led from colonial times to the
1870s, but when naval stores declined there, many North Carolinians followed the industry southward and westward through
the longleaf pine belt.1
Three transplanted North Carolinians, the Leonard brothers,
made this migration in 1900. The oldest, Samuel A., and the
youngest, Wade H., settled in Liberty County, Florida, and
their brother, Henry C., went to Mississippi. When a hurricane
destroyed his Mississippi turpentine orchard in 1906, Henry
joined his brothers in Florida. Wade Hampton Leonard, a
rugged individualist, was the most influential member of the
Leonard partnership. This pineywoods entrepreneur was a
plunger with a single-minded drive for profits. He made the
decisions that built the family’s fortune to an estimated $500,000
by the end of World War I. His speculations in Miami real
estate during the Florida boom of the 1920s nearly collapsed
the empire, but other investments in the late 1930s and 1940s
restored the family’s fortune.2
S. A. and W. H. Leonard were in their twenties when they
arrived in Florida. After a short time in the employ of others,
they formed their own partnership, and in 1906 they moved
Mr. Paisley is research editor, Graduate Research Office, Florida State
University.
A. Stuart Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources of Florida, III. The
Naval Stores Industry, University of Florida, Economic Series, I (May
1934), 8-13.
Eighty-nine letterfiles and 173 account books of the Leonard enterprises are in the Robert Manning Strozier Library, Florida State
University, Tallahassee. They are gift of Donald Leonard of Ocheesee,
son of Henry C. Leonard. They provide information about Florida’s
naval stores business during its heyday, about economic and social life
in West Florida during and after World War I, and about the activities
of Wade Hampton Leonard. A fire, May 1, 1913, destroyed earlier records.
Letterfiles, account books, and one envelope of income tax records have
been numbered 1 through 262 and will be cited hereafter by number.
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across the Apalachicola River to the small community of Frink,
ten miles southwest of Blountstown in Calhoun County. They
began buying land and eventually acquired 20,000 acres in the
Frink holdings alone.3 In 1911 the partnership also invested in
the Chipola Turpentine Company whose 8,000 acres stretched
seven miles along the Chipola River and Dead Lakes east of
the Frink property. The Leonards owned three-fifths of the stock
in this corporation, and officers of their naval stores factor,
Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co. of Jacksonville, held the remainder.4
The Leonards obtained at the same time a controlling interest
in Marysville Naval Stores Co., which owned 20,000 acres between the Chipola and Dead Lakes on the one side and the
Apalachicola River on the other, extending from the southeast
corner of Calhoun into what is now Gulf County. At various
times the other partners in this enterprise were H. B. Gaskin
of Blountstown and W. J. Singletary and W. H. Milton of
Marianna. 5
When Henry arrived from Mississippi he was named manager
and a working partner in the Frink enterprise, which became
known as H. C. Leonard and Brothers. In 1910 the base of
operations of the partnership of S. A. and W. H. Leonard
moved from Frink to Ocheesee in the northeast corner of Calhoun County four miles from the Apalachicola River. The
postal address was Grand Ridge in Jackson County. Around
Ocheesee, the Leonards purchased 5,000 acres of land which
they called Sterling Farm. This was in the “red hill” section
of Florida in contrast with their other holdings in the lower
coastal plain. Although there were good pinelands for turpentining on Sterling Farm, several hundred acres were cultivated
in corn, cotton, sugar cane, peanuts, and other row crops. Wade
Leonard lived at Ocheesee. At first S. A. had a house on a
3,000-acre tract on Stafford Creek, three miles south of Sterling
Farm, but later he moved to Blountstown.6
3. Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., Blountstown, March 18, 1972.
Mr. Leonard said the partnership names W. H. Leonard and Co. and
S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co. were used interchangeably.
4. S. A. Leonard to J. W. Gunsby, June 16, 1928, Letterfile 19; D. M.
Flynn to W. H. Leonard, January 21, 1925, Letterfile 54.
5. Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972. Milton was a
grandson of Florida’s Civil War Governor John Milton and for a
brief time was United States Senator from Florida.
6. Ibid.; J. Randall Stanley, History of Jackson County (Marianna, 1950),
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“ B o x i n g the Trees.” Florida State University Photographic Archives,
Robert Manning Strozier Library.
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A Turpentine Dipper at Work, Florida. Florida State University Photographic Archives, Robert Manning Strozier Library.

Florida Turpentine Still, ca. 1909. Florida State University Photographic
Archives, Robert Manning Strozier Library.
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The pinelands and turpentine stills of the Leonard brothers
lay along or near the largest river east of the Mississippi flowing
into the Gulf of Mexico. In antebellum times the Apalachicola
had carried up to 150,000 bales a year of Alabama, Georgia, and
Florida cotton.7 As late as 1914 the Callahan Line of Bainbridge
sent the 202-ton steamboat, J. W. Callahan, down the Flint and
Apalachicola rivers twice a week to the port of Apalachicola,
and sent smaller boats up the tributary Chipola River almost
to Look and Trimble shoals near Altha. The Merchants and
Planters Steamboat Co. of Columbus served the Chattahoochee
and Apalachicola with several vessels. The Leonards used both
steamboat lines but did most of their business with the Callahan
firm. Sterling Farm shipped from Ocheesee Landing on the
Apalachicola,8 H. C. Leonard and Brothers shipped from Cotton
Point Landing, Chipola Turpentine from Chipola Landing, and
Marysville Naval Stores at various times from Gaskin’s Landing,
Scott’s Ferry, Cocoanut Bluff, and Roastenear, all on the Chipola
River.9
Naval stores were moved down the Chipola and then up the
Apalachicola to River Junction (Chattahoochee), from which
point they were then shipped by rail to Jacksonville, Savannah,
or more rarely Fernandina, to be marketed by Flynn-HarrisBullard. In 1914 a shipment of barreled rosin from Ocheesee
to Jacksonville via this route cost twelve cents per 100 pounds
and turpentine twenty cents, while from the Chipola landings
the cost was fourteen cents and twenty-two cents, respectively.10

7.
8.

9.

10.

67-69. Ocheesee had been planned as the county seat of Fayette County,
which was carved out of Jackson County in 1832. Fayette County was
composed of a large wedge of land lying between the Apalachicola
and Chipola rivers and extending northward to the Alabama line. The
county was abolished in 1834, and Ocheesee, which in 1838 became a
part of the newly-created Calhoun County, never became more than a
crossroads.
Harry P. Owens, “Port of Apalachicola,” Florida Historical Quarterly,
XLVIII (July 1969), 14.
A live oak tree, which, according to local tradition is the largest in
Florida, stands at this site. Nearby was the house of antebellum planter
Jason Gregory, which has been moved to Torreya State Park across
the river.
J. W. Callahan to W. H. Leonard, September 14, 1914, Letterfile 82;
interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972; interview with
P. F. McDaniel, Wewahitchka, July 13, 1972. Mr. McDaniel was captain
of the J. W. Callahan during part of its career on the Apalachicola
River, which extended, he said, from about 1908 until 1922, when it
sank in the lower reaches of the Chipola River.
John E. Harris to W. H. Leonard, July 28, 1915, Letterfile 70; invoices,
Letterfile 66.
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The same steamboats that carried rosin and turpentine
brought the Leonards tools and machinery for their naval stores
and farming enterprises, and quantities of groceries, clothes, and
medicines that were sold to some 100 families of turpentine and
farm workers through four commissaries. Occasionally the Leonards received a shipment of goods from Pensacola that had
begun its journey aboard the seagoing Tarpon of the Pensacola;
St. Andrews and Gulf Steamship Co., then had come upriver
by steamboat.11 Boats plying the rivers provided the Leonards
a market for an occasional wheelarm or some planking. The
Apalachicola also was used to float rafts of cottonwood, ash, or
poplar logs to the Cypress Lumber Co. of Apalachicola.12 The
Leonards increasingly used rail transportation. Grand Ridge, a
station on the main line of the Louisville & Nashville, was ten
miles north of Ocheesee. Their enterprises were served at Altha
and Scotts Ferry by the Marianna and Blountstown Railroad.
Flynn-Harris-Bullard not only marketed the naval stores received at Jacksonville, charging a two and one half per cent
commission, but also supplied some of the groceries and other
supplies for commissaries through their warehouse at Bainbridge. The factors also extended credit for land purchases, payrolls, and other expenses, serving as banker for the enterprise.
Although the Leonard letterfiles contain no record of naval
stores shipments before 1914, these apparently amounted annually to approximately $100,000. W. H. Leonard estimated in
August 1914 that normal shipments from all four enterprises
totaled 2,500-3,000 barrels of spirits a year. Rosin was produced
at the rate of three and one-half barrels for every barrel of
turpentine, and thus rosin production must have amounted to
between 8,750 and 10,500 barrels. Using the lower figures and
and the prevailing prices, rosin evidently brought at least $35,000
a year and turpentine $55,000. Shipment records show that 2,510
barrels of rosin and 847 barrels of spirits were shipped by
Chipola Turpentine in 1914.13
Despite the war, which upset the naval stores industry, and
11. Consolidated Grocery Co. to W. H. Leonard and Co., March 29, 1915,
Letterfile 70.
12. Invoice, December 31, 1914, Letterfile 73; S. A. & W. H. Leonard Co.
to Cypress Lumber Co., February 12, 1916, Letterfile 76.
13. W. H. Leonard to Phillips Hardware Co., September 30, 1914, Letterfile
82; Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources, 44; computation, monthly
statements of Flynn-Harris-Bullard, Letterfile 78.
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the fact that the Leonards held back much rosin because of the
low price, sales of naval stores from Sterling Farm and Frink
were still heavy in 1916. The Leonards shipped 1,834 barrels of
rosin and 303 barrels of spirits from Ocheesee, receiving $23,460.
Shipments from the Frink enterprise totaled 2,904 barrels of
rosin and 479 barrels of spirits for which credit of $35,331 was
given.14 No records are available for the other enterprises that
year. After 1916 sales declined considerably.
Most activity in a naval stores camp began in March or
early April when gum began to run in the longleaf and slash
pine trees and continued for the eight warmest months of the
year. In a new area marked out for turpentining, the chippers,
using tools called hacks, carved a V-shaped gash in a tree about
a foot from the ground. Metal gutters were installed in the
cut, and beneath the drip of the gutter a clay or metal cup was
hung on a nail to catch the gum. Once a week the chippers
carved an additional “streak” above the original one and as the
season progressed the turpentine “face” formed by these cuts
became higher and after several seasons was six or eight feet
high. The hack, with a three-pound weight on one end to give
a stroke more heft, was used for carving streaks when the face
extended up to the height of a man; above that a long handled
“puller” was used.15
A “crop” of 10,000-10,500 newly-carved faces was called a
virgin crop. After one year it was a yearling; after two, a buck
crop; and after three years, when pullers were required to carve
the streaks, it became a pulling crop.16 Gum yields usually were
highest during the second or third years. After six years a
turpentine face was no longer serviceable, but trees frequently
were “backfaced” and sometimes they were backfaced a second
time. 17
Dippers transferred the gum from the cups into buckets,
which then were emptied into fifty-gallon barrels, the contents of
from 275 to 300 cups filling one barrel. The barrels were hauled
14. Computation, monthly statements, Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co., 1916, Letterfile 66.
15. Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources, 28-31; interview with Donald
Leonard, Ocheesee, June 24, 1972.
16. Interview with W. Alongo Register, Tallahassee, August 9, 1972. Mr.
Register has been a naval stores operator since 1928.
17. W. H. Leonard to M. and J. Krebsback, February 14, 1934, Letterfile 7.
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by mule team to a still, usually only a few miles away. The
Leonards and most other operators used stills of twenty-fivebarrel capacity but only ten barrels of gum went into a typical
“charge.” Combined with a small quantity of water in the
copper pot of the still, this charge was heated to 290 degrees
Fahrenheit for two hours. The water moved to the bottom, and
the turpentine distilled off the top of the kettle passed through
a cooling coil into barrels. Ten barrels of gum treated in this
way produced two barrels of spirits and six and one-half barrels
of rosin. The rosin was strained through a wide-mesh cloth to
remove impurities and was barreled separately. The rosin and
spirits, fifty or fifty-one gallons in each wooden barrel, were
then ready for market.
A full naval stores force for enterprises like the Leonards’
consisted of woods crews, still workers and those in the cooperage shop, and draymen to haul the barrels to the landings. The
woods tasks included such end-of-the-season jobs as scraping the
hardened white gum from faces to make an inferior grade of
rosin and turpentine and raking debris from the base of a tree
to remove a fire hazard.18
Except for such supervisory employes as woods riders and
the commissary storekeepers, the work force consisted almost
entirely of blacks who lived on the place with their families.
Sterling Farm had forty and Marysville thirty-seven shanties to
house their workers. Some Florida turpentine camps at this
period leased convict labor but not the Leonards. Housing was
free, but families paid for groceries and supplies at the commis19
saries . Buying was on credit and sometimes large accounts
were run up, eventually to be paid out of wages. Some of the
transactions were by $3.00 books of coupons given workers in
lieu of cash for their services. If a worker with a sizable account
changed jobs, his new employer was asked to take over the
bill. In the instance of Tom Dawson, this amounted to $39.42.20
There was some noblesse oblige in economic arrangements; H. C.
Leonard regularly forgave his workers their commissary debts
at Christmastime. At Sterling Farm in 1914, Wade Leonard
18. Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources, 31-34; interview with Henry
C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972.
19. Ibid.
20. S. A. and W. H. Leonard to J. T. McNeill, June 18, 1927, Letterfile 18.
21. Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972.
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welcomed back Quash Bannerman, an employe whom he had
brought from North Carolina in 1900 but from whom he had
become separated. He paid the train fare of Bannerman and
family from Ebro, Florida, and Bannerman received a wage of
eighty to ninety cents a day despite his advanced age.22
Before World War I, wages for work in naval stores and on
the farm approached an average of $1.00 a day at Sterling
Farm (time books frequently did not distinguish between the
two). On May 6, 1914, nine of some thirty male employes earned
$1.00, and four $1.25, while women employes were paid sixty
cents and children as little as thirty cents. Sometimes an entire
family worked, the records reflecting payment of $3.00 to “Charlie
Brown, two boys and three girls.”
In turpentine work, dipping was the job requiring the least
skill, and it paid the least. However on May 28 the fastest of
the six dippers, Son Rouse, earned $2.00, as much as a woods
rider, for the thirty buckets he dipped that day. Usually his
pay was considerably less, $1.13 one day, $1.46 another, and
$1.73 another in May 1914. Rouse earned six and two-thirds
cents a bucket, although some employees received only five cents
a bucket. The pay of D. Reed at the lower rate was only thirtyfive cents on May 8, 1914.
For chipping, a much more highly-rated skill, the Leonards
paid seventy-five cents per 1,000 faces. Owen Holmes earned
$5.95 for streaking 7,939 faces during the week ending May 9,
1914, while Wesley Baker earned $11.16 for carving two streaks
on 7,454 faces.23 Chippers were assigned a quota of faces that
they were expected to chip during the week, and although many
took five days to complete their quota some finished in four,
three, and even fewer days. 24 The chippers worked under the
general supervision of a woods rider.
Relatively high wages prevailed only until the outbreak of
the war. The Leonard brothers and other naval stores operators
were advised by Flynn-Harris-Bullard on August 12, 1914, to
limit production and cut wages, telling hands that only fortyfive to fifty cents per 1,000 faces would be paid for chipping
22. W. H. Leonard to E. J. Rooks, October 1, 1914, Letterfile 82.
23. Time Book 137. The second streak evidently was an additional streak
carved on a face during the same pay period.
24. Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972.
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and thirty to thirty-five cents per barrel for dipping, all wages
to be taken in provisions at the commissaries.25
On the Leonard enterprises the pay for chipping was reduced to fifty cents and the pay for dipping was cut twenty
per cent. Pay for such supervisory employees as J. H. Scott was
also reduced, from $2.00 to $1.80 a day, but he was allowed to
work six instead of five days and actually increased his earnings,
from $10.00 to $10.80 a week.26 For the remainder of 1914 and
all of 1915 naval stores workers typically earned less than $1.00
a day. One of the better chippers, Owen Holmes, was able to
earn only $4.78 during the week ending August 20, 1915.27
On the heels of these economic hardships, two Leonard
workers became victims in a series of racial killings that spread
terror among Negroes in Calhoun County. On October 8, 1914,
just as a grand jury was completing its routine business, news
reached the courthouse in Blountstown that the body of Eunie
Johnson, a naval stores worker on Sterling Farm, had been
found in Reedy Branch a mile and a half north of Blountstown.
He had been shot to death. After a coroner’s jury had questioned
several persons, three young white men, B. M. (Stubbs) Franklin,
Ben McDaniel, and Math Davis, all described in a newspaper
report as being “well connected in the county,” were arrested.
Shortly after they were placed in jail, Joe Frazier, an employee
of Chipola Turpentine Co. and a material witness in the Johnson case, was reported missing. A search party found his body,
with gun wounds in the back and head and weighted down
with iron tied to the body with baling wire, in a deep hole of
Stafford Creek.28
Several killings preceding and including the murder of Johnson and Frazier occasionally are recalled in Calhoun County
today. Details, related by word of mouth, are sketchy since no
trial was held until the killings in October 1914. The murders
were evidently the result of an increase in racial tensions that
accompanied rapid growth of a sparsely-populated county where
use of the land for hunting, fishing, and free livestock range
was an established practice. The lumber and turpentine industries began moving in, and within a few decades both the white
25.
26.
27.
28.

Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co. to customers, August 12, 1914, Letterfile 82.
Time Book 137.
Ibid. 136.
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, October 11, 1914.
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and black population increased five-fold. Shortly after the
turn of the century a white deputy sheriff was murdered, followed by the murder of a second deputy and the lynching of a
black who had been involved. In the year preceding the murder
of Johnson and Frazier nine blacks were killed. Little or no
legal action was taken in these cases, but after the 1914 doublekilling, justice moved rapidly, spurred along by Wade Leonard.30
Indictments were returned on October 10 and 15, and a
trial was set for October 16. Wade Leonard engaged one of
West Florida’s most successful trial lawyers, Will H. Price of
Marianna, to assist State’s Attorney Rivers Buford in the prosecution. Price received $450 for his services. Attorneys C. L.
Wilson and W. P. Fields also aided in the prosecution. After a
day-long trial the three defendants were found guilty of second
degree murder and were sentenced to life imprisonment.31
Pay in the turpentine camps returned to normal as the war
progressed, and other opportunities about Sterling Farm somewhat softened the economic blow. A cane syrup mill ran continually in the peak of the grinding season, and several employes
in 1915 earned $1.12 a day there. Cotton-picking provided extra
income for an entire family, although the pay was only two
cents a pound. The enterprising family of Charlie Brown earned
29. U.S. Bureau of Census reports show the following changes in Calhoun
County population: 1880— whites, 1,184, Negroes, 396; 1890— whites, 1,132,
Negroes, 549; 1900— whites, 3,092, Negroes, 2,040; 1910— whites 5,325,
Negroes, 2,140; 1920— whites, 6,367, Negroes, 2,408.
30. In explaining a draft for $450 covering the attorney’s fee to assist prosecuting the three defendants, Wade Leonard wrote his factors, FlynnHarris-Bullard: “It had become customary with certain ones to kill
from one to three Negroes every court week in Calhoun County in the
neighborhood of Blountstown . . . . We felt that we would have to
make the fight or quit working Negroes in Calhoun County.” Wade
Leonard to Flynn-Harris-Bullard, May 17, 1915, Letterfile 70.
31. The three men, however, served collectively only seven years. Math
Davis, who was an accessory rather than a principal, received a pardon
from the Florida Pardon Board on December 20, 1915, and Ben McDaniel was paroled by the board, December 12, 1919, and soon left
Florida. While awaiting the start of his sentence, Stubbs Franklin
escaped from the Jackson County Jail, and shortly left the state. He
returned June 24, 1931, and surrendered himself at the state prison.
He immediately asked clemency and sought the assistance of Leonard
in his efforts: “If you feel that you would be doing the lords service by
writing the proper authorities a letter in my favor, then I ask you,
in the name of Jesus, to do so.” Leonard apparently made no objection
to a pardon, which was issued May 10, 1932. Franklin to W. H. Leonard,
July 12, 1931, Letterfile 11; Florida Pardon Board files, Tallahassee;
Minute Book 3, Office of the Calhoun County Circuit Court Clerk,
Blountstown; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, October 18, 1914.
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$1.90 picking 318 pounds on September 8, 1915. The Leonards
provided work crews and sometimes mules for county road jobs
during the off-season, and on December 19, 1916, eighteen men
earned $1.00 each, which was paid by Calhoun County.32
Chippers were receiving seventy-five to eighty cents a thousand by the summer of 1916, and workers such as Owen Holmes
earned $6.83 a week. The pay increased to $1.40 a thousand
in 1919 and $2.50 the following year. Holmes earned $33.42 during one banner week in March 1920, and maintained a weekly
pay of $19.88 for most of the remainder of the year. A week’s
payroll for twenty-one turpentine workers on Sterling Farm
came to $261.20 in June 1920. After a postwar depression, pay
was still relatively high in 1927, $1.25 for chipping and $1.00
a barrel for dipping. But during the depression of the 1930s it
fell again, and in 1937 Holmes earned $6.40 for a week of
chipping at the rate of only ninety cents per thousand.33
While naval stores prices remained low until well into World
War I, expenses and debt rose continually. None of the enterprises was more heavily involved in debt than Marysville, and
in 1915 the Leonards and their partners owed Flynn-HarrisBullard $24,500, and J. H. Drummond, another creditor,
$15,540.34 Although they managed to meet these obligations,
the brothers did not emerge from their financial difficulties until
1917 when they mortgaged Sterling Farm and the Stafford Creek
place, valued at $172,740, to obtain a $45,000 six per cent loan
from Penn Mutual Insurance Company.35
In addition to attacking their debt problems— principally by
getting further into debt— the Leonards utilized wartime demands
to diversify their naval stores business. The first effort in that
direction was inspired by a sudden rise in the price of sugar
and consequently cane syrup. As early as 1913 they had planted
sugar cane, and the Leonards had manufactured “pure cane
syrup” for sale. An unusually good cane crop was maturing in
the fields when, in August 1914, the Leonards ordered 50,000
32. Time Books 120, 124, 136.
33. Time Books 121, 127, 128, 134; S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co. to H. M.
Gainer, March 10, 1927, Letterfile 15; Account Book 168.
34. S. A. and W. H. Leonard to Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co., February 13,
1915, Letterfile 73; F. Bullock to S. A. Leonard, H. B. Gaskin, W. H.
Milton, and W. H. Leonard, January 4, 1915, Letterfile 73.
35. J. W. Hamer to W. H. Leonard, August 13, 1917, Letterfile 7.
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tin cans of several sizes, as many labels with the brand name
“Ponce de Leon,” and 250 barrels for bulk shipments.36 Shipments of syrup began on a large scale that fall to Alabama,
Georgia, and the Florida Panhandle. In 1915 syrup-making had
become such a big enterprise and cotton-growing such a poor
one that W. H. Leonard wrote an associate: “We are going to
cut out cotton after this year and pay more attention to our
syrup business than ever before.” The last 101 bales of cotton
shipped in two lots aboard the steamer City of Eufaula to
Columbus, Georgia, had brought scarcely eight cents a pound.37
The Leonards advertised their product in a Montgomery
newspaper, and soon hundreds of cases of Ponce de Leon syrup
were traveling by rail or boat to Montgomery, Birmingham,
Pensacola, Columbus, and Bainbridge. The Atlantic Coast Line
Railroad bought 300 cases, and in 1917 Flynn-Harris-Bullard
sold another order for 180 cases and fifty barrels for $1,749.
Purchasers included other naval stores camps. The Leonards
informed a party in Liberty County that at their wholesale
price the naval stores operator could make a fifty per cent
profit by resale at his commissary. Bails were added to each
gallon can so that “the hands can use it for a dinner pail.“38
Sterling Farm produced 12,000 gallons of syrup in 1916 and
15,000 gallons the next year.39 In 1918, for the first time, syrup
outsold naval stores on the home farm, bringing in $18,760, as
compared with $15,994 from turpentine and rosin.40
The increasing demand for lumber encouraged the Leonards
to move into that operation in a major way in 1918. They had
been engaged in some lumbering through the years. A pine tree
was useful for naval stores for only five to ten years, and after
an area was no longer productive the Leonards either sold
36. W. H. Leonard to Boyle Can Co., August 18, 1914, Letterfile 80; invoice,
Pensacola Cooperage Co., November 7, 1914, Letterfile 80; invoice,
Simpson & Doeller Co., March 10, 1915, Letterfile 80.
37. S. A. & W. H. Leonard Co. to M. W. Kelly Co., September 16, 1915.
Letterfile 81; W. C. Bradley Co. to W. H. Leonard & Co., January 20,
1915, Letterfile 72; Covington Co. to W. H. Leonard & Co., March 1,
1915, Letterfile 73.
38. Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co. to W. H. Leonard, October 22, 1914, Letterfile 73; John H. Powell to W. H. Leonard, December 13, 21, 1917, Letterfile 71; W. H. Leonard & Co. to Mercer Turpentine Co., December 29,
1917, Letterfile 71.
39. S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co. to USDA Emergency Food Survey, February
1918, Letterfile 66.
40. Account Book 147.
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stumpage or moved in with their own sawmills to cut down
the trees.41
Two new sawmills, capable of handling from 6,000 to 10,000
feet a day, were purchased in 1918,42 and in August of that
year W. H. Leonard informed prospective lumber buyers that
six small mills of the new Leonard Lumber Co. were prepared
to fill orders for “rough y. p. lumber and timber, car sills,
government material, in fact anything in yellow pine.”43 “Government material” was much in demand. One of the first orders was
from the Delaware Ordnance Depot in New Jersey for 2,400
railroad ties and another from the Pennsylvania Railroad for
24,700 board feet of lumber delivered to its Altoona Car Shops.44
In the fourteen months beginning August 1, 1918, shipments
from four Leonard mills totaled 2,041,444 board feet for which
$54,556 was received. On Sterling Farm alone, lumber sales in
1920 accounted for $24,634 out of a total income of $51,772,
and the sale of lumber continued until well after the war on
other turpentined-out areas. On the Marysville acreage, estimated to contain 30,000,000 feet of timber, only 1,600,000 feet
had been cut up to 1923. In that year 2,900,000 additional
board feet were cut; in 1924, 7,056,000; and in 1925, 7,246,000
feet. 45
Syrup and lumber enabled the Leonards to weather the
wartime depression in naval stores. The price of these also returned to normal, and immediately following the war rosin
and turpentine reached record prices of $15.85 per barrel and
$1.42 per gallon.46 At these prices naval stores on Sterling Farm
brought $27,342 in 1919 and at Marysville the next year, $72,145.
Expenses, on the other hand, rose higher than ever before. At
Sterling Farm the 1920 expenditures included fertilizer, $9,402;
farm labor, $12,736; and sawmill labor, $16,823. The syrup

41. Interview with Donald Leonard, March 18, 1972.
42. W. H. Leonard & Co. to J. H. Kerby, July 30, 1918, Letterfile 67.
43. Leonard Lumber Co. to Moss-Downer Lumber Co., August 26, 1918,
Letterfile 28.
44. Requisitions, Letterfile 28.
45. Consolidated report, Leonard Lumber Co., Letterfile 36; S. A. Leonard
to C. R. Nash, January 26, 1927, Letterfile 15; and Income Tax File 262.
46. Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources, 44.
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business, after producing $20,550 in 1919, declined with a fall
in prices, and a quantity of syrup remained unsold at the end
of 1920. Farm products that year produced altogether only
$11,597. 47
Nevertheless, the Leonards, with $268,772 worth of land,
and total assets of $444,419, enjoyed a prosperity that could be
matched by few others in that area of Florida at the beginning
of the 1920s.48 In addition to their naval stores, syrup, and
lumbering businesses, the Leonard enterprises at this time included Leonard Drug Co. in Blountstown, and shortly afterward a livestock business there— Leonard and Anders. Wade
Leonard had prospered enough during the war to build and
furnish a large Victorian-style house at Ocheesee. The Delco
lighting system in the house and Leonard’s Reo car were visible
signs of his status in the community. He frequently was seen
driving his automobile at break-neck speed, his white duster
flying in the breeze.49
All three brothers had been active in management of the
Leonard enterprises. One, Henry C., died shortly after World
War I. The eldest brother, Sam, continued as an active partner,
but a nephew describes him as being less the businessman and
more “the bookish member of the family, staying up half the
night reading history.“50 A fat man whose engaging personality
and infectious laugh made him a universal favorite, Sam
Leonard inclined toward caution in business and “liked to go
the slow road.” Wade Leonard, on the contrary, was a business
plunger with tremendous powers of concentration on and preoccupation with his objectives . 51 These were expressed in a letter
to the manager of an ailing Leonard enterprise: “We do not
like to be connected with any business that does not make
money . . . and certainly trust that you will have a much better
year than last and that at the end of that year that your business
will show a real nice profit, which will cause us all to feel much
better.“52 Five-feet ten inches and a muscular 200 pounds, Wade
47.
48.
49.
50.

Account Book 114; ledger sheet, Letterfile 36; Income Tax File 262.
Income Tax File 262.
Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972.
Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972. Three other brothers,
John, Mel, and Luther, came to Florida but none became a partner.
Three sisters remained in North Carolina.
51. Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972.
52. W. H. Leonard to H. C. Vinson, March 22, 1928, Letterfile 16.
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Leonard is remembered as a formidable person whose awesome
presence was enhanced by his somewhat formal dress and by
the cane he always carried as the result of an old logging injury
that had shortened one leg. He always wore a gun from his
earliest days in Florida. 53 Quick to anger, his temper once
exploded near the end of World War I when a white man,
known to have set fire to a barn, came into the commissary.
“Uncle Wade jumped him, pinned him to the floor and I
suppose would have killed him if he had not been pulled off,”
a nephew recalls.54 More often, however, his anger was vented
in such letters as the one he wrote the Baptist church treasurer
who had accused him of not meeting his commitment to the
salary of “Brother Judah.” He totaled a year’s vouchers to show
the $74.00 in contributions was more than the sum he had
promised.
Until 1920 the Leonards’investments all had been in Calhoun
County. Wade now led the partnership into its first outside
enterprise, opening Leonard Brothers Motor Co. at Fitzgerald,
Georgia, and Ward-Leonard Motor Co. at Orlando. Although
there was money in automobiles, the brothers found, there also
were such problems as the large inventory of used cars taken
in trade.55
But Wade Leonard was willing to take risks with his money,
and another contemporary field of investment attracted his
attention. On what was later to be called the Florida Gold Coast,
Miami, after 1920, was in the first stages of its great land boom,
and real estate was beginning to turn over at profits that
attracted investors from far outside the state. An entry on a
1921 balance sheet for S. A. and W. H. Leonard reflects the
Leonards’ entry into this field: $10,000 and $22,000 investments
in “Miami lands.“56
53. Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972. Wade and Henry
Leonard married sisters. When H. C. Leonard died in 1921, his widow
and her five children moved to the house of Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Leonard, who had no children. Both of the nephews who were interviewed thus had an opportunity from early childhood to become well
acquainted with their uncle.
54. Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972.
55. Wade H. Leonard to H. C. Vinson, November 3, 1927, Letterfile 16.
56. Income Tax File 262. In an interview, March 18, 1972, Henry C.
Leonard, Jr., said his uncles got into the Miami real estate market when
they began disposing of used cars. “Somebody suggested to them that
there was a good market for used cars in Miami. So Uncle Wade began
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The Leonards obtained several valuable rental properties in
Miami. Among them were the Albemarle Apartments at Northwest Second Avenue and Third Street and a building on the
southwest corner of Northwest Second Avenue and Fifth Street
whose downstairs was rented for $800 a month to the Three
Friends Furniture Company. Most of the investments, however,
were purely speculative acquisitions of property that the Leonards expected to sell again at the constantly inflating prices of
the Florida boom. Sometimes Wade Leonard went to Miami
personally to trade in real estate. Other times, W. H. Reeder,
a realtor who became associated with the brothers in Leonard
Investment Co. of Miami, located good buys or prospective
buyers and wired the details to Ocheesee. At other times, T. L.
Leonard, a kinsman, was on the scene to trade in their behalf.
During the height of the boom in 1925 he scribbled a note to
Wade Leonard on stationery of the Crow-Reeder Co.: “Knocked
them cookoo today. Sold the Roberts lot 254 N. 5th for $100,000.
Lot at Coral Gables for $5,000 and didn’t have any help. Will
express papers tomorrow.“57
Leonard Investment Co. pyramided assets of $1,000,000—
mainly on paper— but its largest profit came, not on Miami real
estate, but in the turnover of 33,271 acres of land in Franklin
County, a neighbor to Calhoun.58 An option to purchase this
acreage, composing the eastern two-thirds of St. James Island,
a pineywoods bounded by the gulf coast, the Crooked and the
Ochlockonee rivers, was sold January 26, 1925, by J. F. Cochran
and F. M. Phillips of Tallahassee for $2,000 to E. Z. Jones, a
Jacksonville real estate man. On the same day the Leonards
bought the option from Jones, and in return they agreed to
pay him ten per cent of any net profits on sale of the property,
as well as five per cent commission. Paying out only $2,000,
Leonard Investment obtained an unusually valuable interest in
the property, and Jones within a month claimed to have “not
less than twenty-five good prospects at half a million or more”
who would pick up the option.
to take these cars down there and sell them and trade them for
land . . . . And that was right at the time when property was going
up in value.”
57. Many of the Leonards’ activities in Miami real estate can be followed
in Letterfiles 5, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 52, 54; Leonard Investment Co.
Cash Journal 96; Income Tax File 262.
58. Balance sheet, Leonard Investment Co., August 31, 1925, Letterfile 12.
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The best prospect turned out to be Ed Ball of Wilmington, Delaware, who at that time was beginning to buy for
Alfred I. DuPont the approximately 1,000,000 acres of West
Florida land that were to become the domain of St. Joe Paper
Co.59 Ball indicated much interest in the property in March
1925, and in April he indicated his impatience at not having
received an abstract. On May 19, Wade Leonard, then in Miami,
received an urgent request from his brother to come to Tallahassee promptly. “This is the greatest chance of our life,” wired
S. A. Leonard. A few days later Ball purchased the property
in a transaction in which Leonard Investment Co. received
$150,000 as their part, $119,574 of which was profit. The company had to wait a year for $45,000 of the money, however,
while title was cleared on 11,164 acres.60
All of the profits from the sale of the St. James Island
property went into more Miami investments. The largest investment of all, made after the first $74,574 was received from
the Ball transaction, was the purchase of the R. B. Porter
property on the southeast corner of North Miami Avenue and
Fifth Street on July 1, 1925. At $515,000 this at first appeared
to be an excellent buy; on September 5, part of the property
was resold to W. D. Manley for $625,000, of which $200,000 was
in cash, and the Leonard bookkeeper entered “undistributed
profits” of $195,147 on the transaction. Within a few months it
became apparent, however, that this sale could not be consumated, and Leonard Investment was left responsible for a
$415,000 mortgage. In the end the property was transferred
back to Porter while Leonard Investment Co. listed a

59. The subsequent purchase of the 33,271 acres by Ball evidently was one
of the first purchases, if not the very first purchase, by the DuPont
interests. DuPont’s initial purchases, involving 66,081 acres and 800
town lots in Franklin, Bay, and Walton counties, for which $808,311
was paid, is reported by DuPont’s biographer to have been made early
in 1926. See Marquis James, Alfred I. DuPont, The Family Rebel
(Indianapolis, 1941), 400. The Franklin County land on which the
Leonards had an option, presumably a part of this big tract, actually
was sold nearly a year earlier, in 1925.
60. Correspondence and documents about the St. James Island sale may be
found in Letterfiles 5, 12, 52, 53, 54. See also Franklin County Deed
Record Book Y, 179, 248, 260, 262, 264, 265, 267, 268, 269, 271;
Mortgage and Lien Assignment Book A, 261-62; Mortgage Book K,
206-20; Satisfaction Record B, 93-95, Franklin County Circuit Court
Clerk’s Office, Apalachicola.
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$107,000 loss from the transactions.61
During the height of the Florida boom, Leonard Investment
did, however, enable the brothers’ partnership at Ocheesee to
prosper as never before. Net profits of S. A. and W. H. Leonard
Co. totaled $106,973.29 in 1925. Stock dividends, principally
from the Miami company, comprised $61,250 of total income.
The partnership listed its assets at $980,214.62
Riding the crest of this prosperity, Wade Leonard became
an increasingly important figure in Calhoun County and the
state. Sam was the only member of the family to hold political
office, serving in the Florida House of Representatives in 19291930. But it was more frequently Wade Leonard whose voice was
heard at the courthouse in Blountstown or in the capitol in
Tallahassee. He was recognizable at a distance as his highpowered car sped down country roads, often becoming involved
in accidents, or as he walked down Blountstown’s main street
in his white linen suit. During the winter his attire became more
formal, sometimes extending even to gloves, a derby hat, or
even a topper on special occasions. There were more and more
of these occasions as he mixed in Miami society, joined the
Miami Anglers Club and attended their expensive frolics, or
went off as an alternate to the long-drawn-out Democratic
National Convention in 1924. While in New York for this
convention he bought a $600 Paris gown for his wife Julia, a
black silk chiffon hand-embroidered in jet beads, that must have
made her the envy of Miami society when she accompanied
him on one of his many trips.63
Despite such setbacks as the failure of the Porter block sale,
income of Leonard Investment Co. was sufficient during the
early part of 1926 for the directors to declare a 200 per cent
dividend, netting $35,000 for the Leonard partnership. The two
Leonards had individual incomes of $30,000 that year. By
September 1926, however, it had become apparent to most
people that the boom had run its course. On September 16,
1926, a severe hurricane struck Miami, demolishing whatever
was left of investors’ hopes. The Leonards lost only $5,508 in
61. Correspondence about the Porter property is in Letterfile 5, 12, 15, 22,
61. The transactions are summarized in C. H. Reeder to Harry Goldstein,
November 18, 1926, Letterfile 5.
62. Balance sheet, S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co., Letterfile 52.
63. Interview with Mrs. Henry C. Leonard, Jr., August 24, 1972.
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broken glass and fallen plaster and roofs, but Leonard Investment Co. now began to suffer big losses in its paper investments,
as well as a severe decline in rents. For the year’s period beginning July 31, 1926, net losses were listed as $230,992.64 Wade
Leonard wrote his brother from Miami: “It is generally conceded that Leonard Investment Co. is broke and I’m not denying
it. “65 Beginning in 1927 the Leonard brothers partnership began
to show yearly losses extending well into the Great Depression.
At first, however, Wade Leonard was not willing to concede
that everything was lost in Miami. He began to spend increasing
amounts of time there, stopping at a hotel or at one of the
apartments that were being vacated ever more frequently. Sometimes Julia accompanied him, and it was fortunate when she
did, because when alone he was forever absent-mindedly leaving
his bedroom slippers, razor strop, or glasses in his hotel room
when he returned home. His letters to “Dear Buddie” (S. A.
Leonard) were filled with hopeful plans. “There is a strong
possibility of getting Leonard & Co. in much better shape— and
possibly can make ten or fifteen thousand for ourselves,” he
wrote on February 5, 1927, and then on February 23 a $20,000
bank loan seemed to be in prospect. As late as December 8,
1927, Wade Leonard still was interested in a good trade in
Miami even if the trading involved the home place at Sterling
Farm.66
Sterling Farm and a nearby acreage, together with S. A.
Leonard’s properties in Blountstown, soon were about all that
remained of the once extensive Leonard estate. The Florida
boom had been felt throughout Florida in 1925, and it was during
this period that the Leonards began selling off some of their
turpentined-out, timbered-off lands. In September 1925, the
Marysville lands were sold for $12.00 an acre67 and in March 1926,
most of the Chipola acreage and the naval stores equipment
there went to W. S. Carter of Evergreen, Alabama, for $171,726.68
The land boom and a favorable lease increased the asking price
for the Frink lands, then with about 16,000 acres, from $15.00
64. W. H. Leonard to Peter H. Miller, August 8, 1927, Letterfile 18.
65. Wade H. Leonard to S. A. Leonard, February 5, 1927, Letterfile 15.
66. Letterfile 15; W. H. Leonard to Realty U. and S. Co., Miami, December
8, 1927, Letterfile 16.
67. S. A. Leonard to G. W. Beebe, September 12, 1925, Letterfile 61.
68. J. I. Hentz to W. H. Leonard, March 23, 1926, Letterfile 52.
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to $16.50 and finally $17.50 an acre, but they did not sell at
this time.69
In 1927 the Leonards for a second time mortgaged Sterling
Farm, along with the Sam Leonard house in Blountstown, this
time obtaining a two-year loan of $50,000 from two members of
the factorage firm in Jacksonville. In a year, when the first notes
fell due, they could not pay them. The Leonards would have
lost the farm in a foreclosure, according to Wade Leonard’s
nephew, except that D. M. Flynn, one of the mortgage holders,
arranged for the debt to be paid off over a ten-year period. His
uncle paid it off in five or six years.70
During the 1930s the letterfiles become increasingly less informative about the Leonards’ finances, but it is clear that they
continued in a troubled state. Wade Leonard always made
spectacular recoveries, though. Henry C. Leonard, Jr., tells the
story of the final chapters in the brothers’ lives:
About 1935 the Internal Revenue jumped on W. H.
Leonard for a hundred thousand dollars that Leonard Investment Co. owed in back income taxes. He told them that if
he owed them he couldn’t pay them, and they kept hounding
him. But he took all of his papers to Bainbridge Ga., to a
tax expert, and had him check it. And he told him that he
did not owe them but they owed him over a hundred
thousand dollars. This attorney, this tax expert, took the
case for 40 per cent. They went to Miami, sued the government, collected the money, and Uncle Wade came back to
Calhoun County with $62,000 in cash that nobody knew
he had. He paid his creditors off and went back to flying
high again.
Uncle Sam died in 1938 but Uncle Wade remained active
the rest of his life— he died in 1956. He was active in the
operation of his farm; he sold an investment company which
originally was H. C. Leonard and Brothers, took the money
and went to Baldwin County, Alabama, and bought 10,000
acres of land there, turpentined it for two or three years,
sold it and made approximately a hundred thousand dollars
69. W. H. Leonard to W. L. Lockey, April 24, 1925, and others, Letterfile 54;
S. A. Leonard to G. W. Beebe, September 12, 1925, Letterfile 54; telegram, S. A. and W. H. Leonard to Nat West, 1926, Letterfile 61.
70. S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co. to D. M. Flynn and Mrs. Martha B.
Richmond, January 7, 1927, Letterfile 15; A. L. Brogdon to S. A. and
W. H. Leonard Co., December 22, 1927, Letterfile 16; S. A. & W. H.
Leonard Co. to Brogdon, January 5, 1928, Letterfile 16; interview with
Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972.
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out of it. Meantime, during the war, he and some friends
got a garbage contract for the Naval Air Station in Pensacola
and they made about $150,000 out of that, his part being
approximately $60,000. But he still was turpentining at Ochee
see until about 1940— I think that was when they did the
final turpentining there. After that he just farmed. He bought
a farm in Greenwood, Jackson County, about 2,000 acres,
about three years before he died. He bought a farm of about
800 acres west of Marianna two years before he died. He was
active right up to his death. He went into the dairy business
in a big way. That was his last big venture, the last thing
he was really interested in. But he wasn’t successful at it.
Wade Leonard left an estate of approximately $500,000 at
his death in 1956.71 His homestead was sold, but 1,300 acres of
the former Sterling Farm remain in the possession of his nephew,
Donald, who built a house there. Most of the other lands passed
into the hands of pulp and paper companies and a lumber
company. International Paper owns the Frink lands and much
of Sterling Farm; the St. Joe Paper Co. owns the Chipola lands
and Neal Lumber Co. the Marysville properties.72
Naval stores now are largely by-products of lumbering and
pulping. There are few naval stores operators of Wade Leonard’s
kind remaining in Florida or the South.
71. Interview with Marion B. Knight, Blountstown, August 24, 1972. Mr.
Knight was Wade Leonard’s attorney.
72. Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972.
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